The Norwood Power Chair and Instrument Stand fulfills its duty as the durable cornerstone of any exam lane, while satisfying the most discerning eye with its comfortable, modern design. Our Power Chair and Stand is manufactured with high quality materials and designed to optimize the utilization of space in exam rooms. This reliable package is our most popular with clients purchasing again and again as their practice grows.

### NORWOOD Power Chair NPC-1400

- Multi-function chair and unit elevation control
- The seat is polyurethane filled for great comfort. The padded headrest is adjustable with a single locking lever
- Movement control is powered with a quiet, low voltage DC motor
- Installation can be for either right or left-hand operations
- The foot switch has fluid movement. Total positions up, down, front, back and return
- Square base for stability
- Dual side controls allow for easy adjustment from either side of the chair or from the instrument panel
- Full 180° recline
- 325° rotation for easy access

### NORWOOD Power Stand NPS-1400

- Motorized slit lamp arm with 10" of vertical movement
- Quiet, smooth electrical operation of both the chair and the slit lamp arm
- Three charging wells for handhelds with charge indicator
- Variable overhead lamp
- Power and intensity control on stand
- Motorized adjustable instrument arm – additional arm and chair adjustment switch located on arm to facilitate wheelchair patient’s diagnosis
- Backlit console panel controls chair elevation, slit lamp arm and overhead lamp brightness
- Upper phoropter arm with 10" of vertical movement
- Third arm available

---

**The NORWOOD Power Chair & Stand is available separately or together**

---

**Superior Functionality - Minimal floor space!**

---

**Your Norwood Representative:**

sales@nvisiongroupusa.com

www.norwoodvision.com

Norwood Device & Diagnostics
One North Morton Ave, Suite 201,
Morton, PA 19070

Phone (toll free):  855.370.1900
Fax:  484.472.6741